
concerned about the staggering decline in oil production -we
are down from a peak of over 2 million barrels a day to a little
over 500 thousand barrels today and this rate continues the
downward spiral decrine of 5 -7% per year during times of
increasing oil prices.

Last Thursday, I attended the Alliance breakfast meeting and

heard from Lydon !bele as he described ,,My Bakken Adventure.,,

what a wakeup cail to the pubric and poricy makers here in

Alaska. Here are a few takeaways from that speech:

o The rapid groMh and production of the Bakken is incredible
o ND has the 4th rowest tax rate at9.g%and they are on a

path of unprecedented prosperity and economic groMh
and development.

o we in Araska need to once again become number 1 in terms
of oil production! Texas, ND., california and Araska is now
in 4th prace in terms of oif production. you, the Legislature,

have that opportunity to reform taxes and enable sw g: of.rn
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High oil prices coupled with new technology have created a

boom in the oil and gas industry across the country and world.

Alaska, however, is missing out on this boom, and it is no secret

why: Alaska's oiltaxes are too high, and companies are taking

their investment dollars elsewhere.

We need more oil in the pipeline to maintain jobs and

strengthen the economy. The Alaska State Legislature must take

action now to correct the problem.

The rates and progressivity structure of Alaska's current tax
regime provide a disincentive to attracting risk capitalto the
state as evidenced by declining production during times of high
oil prices.

Increased investment through increased global
competitiveness will enhance Alaska's ability to fulfill its
constitutional mandate to develop natural resources for the
maximum benefit of the people.

We certainly need to show the oil and gas industry that we are

open for Business and serious about keeping, growing and

expanding that business by making meaningfulTax Reform

happen Now!


